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Rules 

Translation from French version, 

given for information only, 

they are not substituting for the original rules in French 

(sorry for grammatical and spelling mistakes) 

 

 A) About the Open 

 B) Longsword and Sword and Buckler tournaments form 

 C ) Tournament’s duel rules 

 1) Behavior 

 2) Referee and duel progress 

 3) How to score 

 4) Counting the points and time-out 

 5) What stands from the duel and the points for the standings 

 6 ) Double-Hit, Afterblows, Off-time 

 7) Abandonment, exclusions, withdrawal. 

 D) Gear rules 
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A) About the Open 

This document defines the rules for male-female mixed longsword and sword & buckler tournaments to be held on 

30 and 31 May 2015 in Toulouse (M.Bécanne Gymnasium), organized by the Ost du Griffon Noir AMHE Toulouse and 

called « OPEN AMHE TOULOUSE – Prix des Deux Epées » ("OPEN HEMA TOULOUSE - Two Swords Price "). 

Each registered fighter (who filled his registration form and having sent with payment) undertakes by his 

registration to respect the rules and referees, under penalty  of expulsion from the tournament by them. 

The tournaments will be refereed in French. 

 

B) Longsword and Sword & Buckler tournaments forms 

The tournaments bring competing major (above 18 years old) combatants, with proper equipment (see 

D). Both tournaments are male-female mixed. The winner of the longsword tournament wins the PRIX 

D’EPEE LONGUE, the sword-buckler winner wins PRIX D’EPEE-BOCLE. This is no sport fencing or artistic 

fencing, nor Hastilude. It is a competition of Historical European Martial Arts, by testing address, 

physical, intelligence and knowledge of HEMA fighters under the pressure of competition. 

Both tournaments will be held as follows: first day qualifying for the group stage, or QUALIFYING PHASE 

(PHASE QUALIFICATIVE); the number of groups (and fighters per group) will be defined as the number of 

fighters will be known, after the registration deadline, April 30, 2015 (the formula of this phase will be 

known and the draw will be conducted soon after, according to a mode that will be specified). Second day 

FINALS PHASES (PHASES FINALES) with knockout duels,  quarterfinals-semifinal and final type (again, the 

formula will be specified after 31 April); to determine the winners of the tournaments, the top 8 of the 

qualifying round will play the PRICE RACE (COURSE AU PRIX, one per tournament); non-qualified fighters 

for the price race and eliminated from the race will play CLASSIFICATION DUALS (DUELS DE CLASSEMENT). 

Everyone will fight the same number of duel (at worst a duel close) on the two-day tournaments. A final 

general classification tournament will be established. 

 

    C) Tournaments duel rules. 

1) Behavior 

They are courteous and friendly tournaments, so fair play, sportsmanship, camaraderie, and friendship around the 

common object of the Historical European Martial Arts come before all things; the spirit of competition should in 

no way alter the spirit of the event. The referees  and the organization are free to exclude a fighter (or a spectator, 

or a coach) judged abusive, showing offensive behavior or disrupting the proper conduct of the tournaments, after 

warnings, as judged from arbitrator or of the organization. Any insult or inappropriate gesture will be treated as a 

violent behavior. 

Throwing weapon or buckler is prohibited. Mask Pulling, voluntary thrusting on the neck, back or genitals are 

forbidden. The commitments must be made without excessive force, the close combat must be controlled and 

harmless. The keys on the joints, kicks, punches, head strikes with the pommel or buckler are marked but not 

violent. these blows there, buckler blows understood, do not report points and lead to failure of the commitment 
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that if the referee deems necessary. A very violent and dangerous blow or hit will not be counted and may result in 

permanent exclusion from the event if repeated warnings from the referee have been made at the fighter. 

Both opponents must salute at the beginning and the end of each duel. They are obliged to silence during the fights 

(between "Allez" –“Go”- and “Halte”- "Stop"). They does have the right to contest a decision only to the referee 

and once per game. Worth mentioning that assistance (trainers and coaches) is not allowed to communicate or talk 

with the fighters or the referees and held in silence during the fights under penalty of exclusion from the event and 

after a warning from the referee. Finally, the fighters respect each other; they prove it, among others, by the care 

taken in their dress. 

 

2) Referee and duel progression 

The fight zone is called "Lice" (“Ring”), and must be materialized for the security of all. The only permitted in the Lice 

are the fighters and the referee (L’arbitre); assistants remain along the outer limit of the Lice, they  are mobile and 

able to follow the action from two different angles of views, and the public must not interfere with them. The 

delegate (Délégué) is out of the Lice, slightly back at the scorer's table. 

 

 

Referees are three in number: one referee(Arbitre) and two assistants, complemented by a delegate (délégué) filling 

the duel sheet (feuille de duel) and managing the clock (see off-time, time-out). Both assistants have two flags in 

their possession, one of each color of each fighter (Combattants, who wear an armband recalling the flag) to indicate 

the hits when they see one: the color of the flag of the one who succeeds the hit lifted vertically for a two-point hit 

(see below for points) flag raised horizontally for a one point hit. They do not speak unless the referee asked their 

opinions. The main referee judges blows following the advice of the two assistants, and assigns points. He has the 

last word, and authority over the fighters. It gives the start signal for battle with a "Allez" and stops with a "Halte" if 

he saw a hit or an assistant to raise a flag; if in doubt, the referee, his two assistants and the delegate meet at the 

scorer's table (occupied by the delegate), the two remaining opponents at the opposing corners of the Lice  and 
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speaking to no one. In case of persistent doubt, there is no point scored and the duel is resumed (point back into 

play). 

Referees may be other competitors in the tournament, provided they are not in the same group in the qualifying 

phase or in the same table in the finals phases. Also mention that there is no video arbitration. 

Both fighters must have previously warmed up; they can exchange some passages of arms in the Lice before the duel 

itself, in order to assess and to get warmed, without points or referee. 

 

3) How to score 

A fighter score points with a proper hit on his opponent. He scores two points if the hit touch the head or the bust,  

one point if he touch legs, arms or hands. The close combat technics are allowed, but the points are scored only if 

the hit is given with the weapon; disarm the adversary is allowed, but it must end and mark the hit to score points 
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To report points, a key must be frank, voluntary and reach with any part of the sword except the flat. Head blows, 

elbows blows, feet blows, fists blows... do not give points, and must be given without excessive violence. A very 

violent and dangerous hit will not be counted and may result in permanent exclusion from the event if repeated 

warnings from the referee have been made to the fighter. 

 

4) Counting the points in duel and time-out 

Each duel is composed of rounds (Manches) during which take place fights following the orders of the referee. A 

round is won when one of the two fighters scores 2 points. 

During the qualifying phase, each duel takes place over three rounds; Then we remember who is victorious (by the 

number of rounds won) and the ratio of points (see 5); draw in case of withdrawal or canceled round in case of 

double-hit (see 6 and 7), possibility of two losses for repeated double-hits  (see 7); score of  2 round to 1 or 3 to 0, 

except in cases of round annulations (see 7). 

During the finals phases, each duel is direct elimination, and the winner is the first fighter to win 3 rounds (3 

winnings rounds duels so) and can end, for example, by a close score of 3 to 2. 

During each duel, each fighter has the right to request a time-out of 30 seconds (in the limit of 1 per combatant and 

duel) to the referee, who announce it, which istaken by the delegate, the latter engaging the timer indicating the 

recovery time to the referee. The time-out cannot be asked during the first round. 

 

5) What stands from the duel and the points for the standings 

The delegate, on the duel sheet, records the points scored by rounds. The winner of the duel is the one who won 

two or three rounds on all three played in the qualifying phase (except draw), or the first to win three rounds in the 

finals phases. A total of points earned and a  total of  points against is done for each fighter on the duel sheet, and 

we subtract the points against from the points earned to have a ratio for determining a number: it's the score 

acquired by the fighter for each duel won or lost (there is possibility of a negative score if we conceded more points 

than we acquired). 

This score is kept only during the qualifying phase for ranking group and / or the general classification; in finals 

phases only victory (or defeat) counts. The scores for each game are thus added (or subtracted when they are 

negative) for each fighter and so can be ranked via scores totals; if equal, the ratio of wins / draws / losses will be 

used to rank equal point fighters. If this is not enough, use, in order: the result of the duel between the two fighters 

tied in the standings; the total points gained by favoring  one who has the most; total points against favoring one 

who took the least; the toss. 

 

6) Double Hits, After Blow, Off Time  

Is considered “Double Hit” (“Double touche”) that the fighters hits each other simultaneously. This means that no 

one of the two adversaries has thought to protect themselves. 

Is considered "After blow" (“Afterblow”) or "blow after blow," a hit received while we just hit the opponent, 

example: A starts a movement, also starts a B, A hits B, and B, ending his gesture, hits A shortly after; it is in fact a 

double hit shifted, and again neither opponents has thought to protect themselves, either by B launching his action 

or A by not putting safety after he hits. For these reasons the after blow is assimilated to the double hit. 
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Details: After blow is not a blow in a movement started after the hit has just been caught, without marking the fact 

that someone has been hit; in general, it is  asked to the fighters to behave courteously and sportsmanlike, so to 

stop if they were touched.. 

Off time (“Hors Temps”): the referee, if he considers that there is no activity and that nothing happens when the 

"Allez" has been launched (that is to say, no observation, opponents do not move and do not change stances, too 

much time without incurring the iron), issues a verbal warning by saying "20 seconds", the delegate then starts the 

stopwatch, and then the fighters have 20 seconds to engage iron; Otherwise, at the end of 20 seconds on the clock, 

the delegate says "Hors temps". The off-time is assimilated to a double hit / after blow and he is punished in the 

same way, and is cumulative to them. 

Penalty for double hit, after blows and off-time: for each round, at the first double (or after blow or off-time), the 

referee will issue a simple warning to both fighters. At the  second one (double, after blow, off-time), the round is 

canceled, and we go to the next round. The points possibly acquired, however, are preserved. During the qualifying 

phase, the punishment is to deny both fighters the opportunity to score points. The counters (of warnings) are reset 

at the beginning of each round. 

During the qualifying phase, if a round is canceled and each fighter wins a round, there is a draw. If one or two 

rounds are canceled, there may be a  win by one or two rounds to zero. If the third round is canceled, the duel will 

result not a draw, but two losses, regardless of the number of rounds won before.  Yet again the scores are kept. 

During the finals phases, it's direct elimination duels (duels in 3 winning rounds); If a round is canceled, the duel will 

go into two winning round, then in a one winning round again if the second  round is canceled. Ultimate case, if the 

three rounds have been totally canceled, it goes into "sudden death"(“Mort subite”), the first fighter to score a 

point wins the duel. If there is still no winner after 5 minutes of sudden death, the winner will be determined by the 

total points earned during the qualifying phase, except in the final duel where we should go to the end. If there is a 

tie, the winner will be drawn by the referee, except again in the final where we will go to the end. 

 

7) Abandonment, exclusions, withdrawal. 

Abandonment, for any reason beyond injury from a fighter or exclusion for violence or default behavior by referee 

brings the victory of his opponent by a score of 6 to zero, canceling all the points of the duel already acquired. If a 

fighter is injured and unable to finish the duel (and before it could go to the end) because of his injury is withdrawal 

(it is declared the winner by 6-0 if by violence from his opponent), the duel is then stopped by the referee and we 

keep the points gained on both sides, but the duel has no winner or loser (draw), except in final package where the 

withdrawal fighter is  eliminated. If an injury is severe enough to force the fighter concerned to stop the 

competition, it is “general withdraw”, and his registration fees will be refund by the organization if the injury 

occurred during the first day of competition ; the general withdraw is final and irrevocable. 

 

D)  Gear rules. 

All equipment must be in good condition (no rust on the masks, no rips in the gloves ...) 

and should be checked by the fighters and the referee. In deference to the other fighters, 

the outfit must be decent, correct and neat. 
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Required gear under penalty of being excluded: 

-Fencing mask in good condition. 

-Mask cover and throat protector, or mask-cover protecting the throat. 

-Reinforced fencing jacket. 

-Reinforced gloves. 

-Groin protector for gentlemen, chest protector for ladies. 

- (non-marking floor) sport shoes. 

-trousers or cropped trousers+ socks (no exposed flesh). 

Advisabled gear : 

-arms and :or elbows protectors 

-knees, tibia protectos. 

-legs protectors. 

-chest protector for gentlemen. 

Weapons : 

Longswords and one-handed swords in steel not sharpened, not peaked, flex, with 

obligatory rubber or leather protective tip. The edge of the swords 

must not have scratches or roughness, or rust traces. 

The bucklers have a maximum diameter of 35 cm. Their edge must not be dangerous. 

Note that any equipment such piece of armor, steel gauntlets armor, chain 

mail or any equipment involving steel parts (except swords and buckler parts) 

is prohibited.  

The fighters can borrow equipment between them, and they have to take care of; if 

otherwise charge to the borrower to repay the borrowed. The organization is in no way 

responsible for any material damage or injury. 

 


